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Ice Breaker

When you hear the term
“academic integrity” 
what comes to mind?
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Agenda
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Academic Integrity Foundations

Starting with Integrity: Talking to Your Students 
About Academic Integrity

Integrity through the Semester: Ethical Teaching and 
Practice

Ending with Integrity: Summative Assessments and 
Addressing Breaches of Integrity 

Develop systems to recognize academic integrity as 
part of teaching, learning, and service work.



Objectives
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By the end of today’s session, you will be able to:
• Describe what a multi-stakeholder approach academic 

integrity is.
• Analyze how pro-active measures are needed in addition 

to policies and procedures.
• Discover practical tips and strategies to promote academic 

integrity across the institution.

• I have presented some of this content previously.



Academic Integrity Foundations: Fundamental Values
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Foundations: 
Academic 
Integrity as a 
Shared 
Responsibility



Foundations: Academic Integrity Continuum
Eaton, Pethrick, & Turner (2021)
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Starting with Integrity: 
Talking to Your Students About Academic Integrity

Brainstorming Question:
How do you talk to your students 

about academic integrity?
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5 Strategies to pro-actively talk to your 
students about academic integrity
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Be straight 
forward

1

Use humour

2

Be (a little) 
vulnerable

3

Show 
compassion

4

Show them 
where help is 
available
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Strategy #1: Be 
Straight Forward
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Key messages to share as an educator:
• I care about academic integrity.
• I expect you to care about academic integrity.
• If you find yourself on the brink of making of a 

decision you might regret later, reach out to 
me. 

• If you are not sure about something, ask me.
• Our focus is on learning, but in the case of a 

break of academic integrity, I am responsible 
for reporting it.



Strategy #2: Use Humour

• Example: University of 
Alberta video “Acceptable / 
Unacceptable” 

• https://youtu.be/8Bx5DAqT
PhU

• Length: 02:22
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https://youtu.be/8Bx5DAqTPhU


Strategy #3: Be (a little) vulnerable

• Tell your own story.
• Show your humanity.
•Conclude on a positive note.
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Strategy #4: 
Show 
compassion
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Offer formative assessment 
opportunities.

“Get out of jail free card” 
(Shoutout to my colleague, Dr. 
Meadow Schroeder for this idea).

Put dignity before deadlines.



Strategy #5: 
Show students 
where to get 

help
DCU Teaching Enhancement Unit
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https://www.dcu.ie/teu/academic-integrity



Integrity through the Semester: 
Ethical Teaching and Practice

Brainstorming Question:
What are your key recommendations 

to support instructional integrity?
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Integrity through the Semester: 
Ethical Teaching and Practice

“Students cheat when 
they feel cheated.”

- Dr. Julia Christensen Hughes (2017)
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Foundations: 
Academic 
Integrity as a 
Shared 
Responsibility



Discussion Question

What are some key principles of ethical 
assessment can be applied in any class, 

regardless of discipline or class size?
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Integrity through the Semester: 
Ethical Teaching and Practice

Academic Integrity Principles 
for Assessment Design
https://www.dcu.ie/sites/defa
ult/files/2021-
02/2021_academic-integrity-
principles-for-assessment-
design.pdf
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Integrity through the Semester: 
Involve others in resource creation & activities
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• It is not enough for resources to exist.
• Engage faculty in ongoing dialogue about what 

works. Resources created by peers, for peers, may 
be more effective than “top down” resources.
• Leverage your own internal expertise.



Integrity through the Semester: 
Students as Partners
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• It is essential to include students as partners 
in academic integrity:
• Student-led awareness campaigns
• Training for student teaching assistants and TAs
• Student representation on committees
• Strengthen relations with student government



Foundations: Academic Integrity Continuum
Eaton, Pethrick, & Turner (under review)
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Ending with Integrity: Addressing Breaches of Integrity

•We do all we can to promote integrity through pro-active 
education, but when breaches occur, we report the 
misconduct.
• Research over more than half a century has shown 

faculty are reluctant to report academic misconduct 
(Eaton, 2021). Establishing clear policies and procedures 
that are fair, equitable, and easy can help.
• Ensure that a finding of academic misconduct is not an 

“academic death penalty” (Howard, 1995). 
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• If we truly promote multi-stakeholder 
approaches to academic integrity, then the 
work of upholding integrity must be 
recognized.
• Example: Approved at the University of Calgary 

in June 2021 - Academic integrity is now 
formally recognized as:
• Teaching (Section 1.3)
• Service (Section 1.4)

Institutional Leadership: 
Recognize Academic Integrity Work as Academic Labour



New GFC Academic Staff Criteria & Processes Handbook 

• Teaching (Section 1.3)
“Teaching may take different forms such as direct or 
classroom instruction at undergraduate and/or graduate 
levels, as well as competency-based education, and/or field 
and practicum supervision. Teaching activities may include 
lectures, seminars, tutorials, laboratories, clinical sets, 
advising/counselling, creating lesson plans, assessments, 
grading, and examinations, and upholding academic integrity. 
Delivery of instruction and support of student learning may 
be face-to-face, on-line and blended and may occur inside and 
outside of the classroom, on and off campus (including land-
based education), in collaboration with other instructors, 
other faculties, associated institutions, community 
organizations or with Indigenous knowledge-keepers and 
communities.” (Section 1.3.3, p. 10) (Highlighting added).



New GFC Academic Staff Criteria & Processes Handbook 

• Service (Section 1.4)
• “Service to the University may include participation in 

Program or Unit-level, Department or Division, Faculty, 
and University committees, councils, task forces, ad 
hoc teams, and governing bodies, or other parts of the 
University including the Faculty Association. Activities 
that contribute to upholding academic and research 
integrity across various parts of the academy shall also 
be considered as important service contributions to 
the University.” (Section 1.4.3, p. 11) (Highlighting 
added).



Summary
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Academic Integrity Foundations

Starting with Integrity: Talking to Your Students 
About Academic Integrity

Integrity through the Semester: Ethical Teaching and 
Practice

Ending with Integrity: Summative Assessments and 
Addressing Breaches of Integrity 

Develop systems to recognize academic integrity as 
part of teaching, learning, and service work.
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